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training a large multilingual 

language model



What motivated us to do BigScience?
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Context: why language models are useful?
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TODO: add gmail/ github code pilot/google search engine.

TODO: find better examples



Context: what is a language model?
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Large Language model: why train one?

To do a "farduddle" means to jump up and down really fast. An example of a sentence that uses the word farduddle is:

One day when I was playing tag with my little sister, she got really excited and she started doing these crazy 
farduddles.
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[...]

To do a "farduddle" means to jump up and down really fast. An example of a sentence that uses the word farduddle 

is:

One day when I was playing tag with my little sister, she got really excited and she started doing these crazy 

farduddles.

GPT-3’s generation example:



Large Language model: why research on LLMs is hard 
today?
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Closed access for most of them

Training cost

● typically $2-5M 
● million of gpu hours



Large Language model: why opacity in LLMs is an issue 
today?

- Research 
- Difficult to do real research: no access to data, training artifacts, checkpoints
- Academic researchers: not involved
- Lack of fields diversity: English/Chinese only, ML-only teams 

- Environmental 
- Training similar models: Duplication of energy requirements

- Ethical and societal around datasets/design 
- Shortcomings in the text corpora used to train these models: Representativeness, stereotypes, 

PII
- Ethical/bias/usage questions: Only asked a-posteriori
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Research

● Difficult to do real research: no access to data, training artifacts, checkpoints
● Academic researchers: not involved
● Lack of fields diversity: English/Chinese only, ML-only teams

Environmental

● Training similar models: Duplication of energy requirements

Ethical and societal around datasets/design

● Shortcomings in the text corpora used to train these models: Representativeness, stereotypes, PII
● Ethical/bias/usage questions: Only asked a-posteriori



BigScience: what is it?

“During one-year, from May 2021 to May 2022, 1000+ researchers from 60 
countries and more than 250 institutions are creating together a very large 
multilingual neural network language model and a very large multilingual 
text dataset on the 28 petaflops Jean Zay (IDRIS) supercomputer located near 
Paris, France.

 During the workshop, the participants plan to investigate the dataset and the 
model from all angles: bias, social impact, capabilities, limitations, ethics, potential 
improvements, specific domain performances, carbon impact, general AI/cognitive 
research landscape.”
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BigScience: what is it?

- Endeavour to generate momentum on research over LLMs.
- Open-sourcing
- Collaborative / transparent
- Create working groups over scientific questions

- Training big models is hard from an engineering perspective.
- Train a 176B multilingual model
- Openly discuss engineering problems and solutions throughout the project
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Endeavour to generate momentum on research over LLMs

● Open-sourcing
● Collaborative / transparent
● Create working groups over scientific questions

Training big models is hard from an engineering perspective

● Train a 176B multilingual model
● Openly discuss engineering problems and solutions throughout the project



BigScience is a collaborative effort
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People working in BigScience: who are the collaborators?

● 1000+ researchers
● Diverse background
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BigScience’s collaborators: what are they working on?
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Artifacts: what came out of BigScience? (1/4)
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Artifacts: what came out of BigScience? (1/4)
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https://huggingface.co/bigscience/tr11-176B-ml-logs

from transformers import AutoModel, AutoTokenizer

model_name = "bigscience/bloom"

tokenizer = AutoTokenizer.from_pretrained(model_name)

model = AutoModel.from_pretrained(model_name)

https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloom

https://huggingface.co/bigscience/tr11-176B-ml-logs
https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloom


Artifacts: what came out of BigScience? (2/4)
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https://huggingface.co/spaces/bigscience/license 

https://huggingface.co/spaces/bigscience/license


Artifacts: what came out 
of BigScience? (3/4)
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And many 
mores..



Artifacts: what came out of BigScience? (4/4)
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https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/bigscie
nce/blob/master/train/lessons-learned.md

https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/bigscience/blob/master/train/lessons-learned.md
https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/bigscience/blob/master/train/lessons-learned.md


Training a 176B model
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Jean Zay: accessing the french public supercomputer 
compute
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🌸 This work was granted access to the HPC resources of Institut du 
développement et des ressources en informatique scientifique 
(IDRIS) du Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS) under 
the allocation 2021-A0101012475 made by Grand équipement 
national de calcul intensif (GENCI).

🌸 Compute grant:

○ 2.5M V100 hours
○ 1.25M A100 hours: a reserved allocation of 416 A100 

(80GB)
○ and a ton of CPU

🌸 Technical support - Thanks Rémi Lacroix! 



DL pipeline: what do we need to train a language model?
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Dataset
Tokenizer

Design & 
training

Model
Design EvaluationModel

training Distribution



Training dataset: building a 1.5T multilingual dataset
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Modeling: why are we training a GPT-3 like model?
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Modeling: what did we choose?

● ALiBi positional embeddings which 
allows to do good extrapolations

● GELU activation which are 30% faster than 
SwiGLU
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Modeling: how did we decide on  
the final dimensions of the model?

… Take into account engineering constraint 

Perform scaling law on 
English…

… Create fixed budget scenarios for 
different model sizes …

… Read the scientific literature…

arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361
arxiv.org/abs/2006.12467 
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361
http://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12467


Training a 176B Model from an engineering perspective:
how do we train effectively models at this scale?

~checkpoints/tr11-176B-ml/checkpoints/main> du -h global_step63600/

2.3T global_step63600/

🏋Including optimizer states and checkpoints

After preliminary studies, we selected:
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Parallelism: 
how to use a cluster wisely for DL?

Data parallelism
to accelerate the training speed

Pipeline parallelism Tensor parallelism

Each device has a replica of the model 
and receives a different batch of training 
data on which it performs a forward and 
backward pass

Only one or several consecutive layers 
of the model are placed on a single 
GPU

Model parallelism
to train models that don’t fit in the memory of one device

Each tensor is divided into several 
pieces so that instead of having 
the whole tensor residing on a 
single GPU each piece of the 
tensor resides on a different GPU
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DP?
TP?
PP?

All 3 techniques were used!

Parallelism: 
how to use a cluster wisely for DL?
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ZeRO data parallelism: to make the most of data parallelism 

https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/parallelism#zero-data-parallelism

● instead of replicating everything each GPU stores only a slice of it 
● free the gpus for larger batch sizes or more layers

DP + ZeRO - 1

DP + ZeRO - 2

DP + ZeRO - 3

DP

GPU0 GPUi GPUN

The one we used👈
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https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/parallelism#zero-data-parallelism


Pipeline scheduling: improving memory footprint

All forward, all backward One forward, one backward (1f1b)

Interleaved 1f1b

Reduce memory

Reduce bubble at the 
cost of communication
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The one we used👇

https://emojipedia.org/backhand-index-pointing-down/


BF16 (+ clean data): 
a mixed precision enabling stable training

Source: https://moocaholic.medium.com/fp64-fp32-fp16-bfloat16-tf32-and-other-members-of-the-zoo-a1ca7897d407

Trade-off between memory footprint, dynamic 
range and precision
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https://moocaholic.medium.com/fp64-fp32-fp16-bfloat16-tf32-and-other-members-of-the-zoo-a1ca7897d407


Evaluation: A new benchmark to 
measure the performance of the 
model - WIP

Extrinsic
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Code Bases

🚘 Extrinsic Evaluation: Focus on 
downstream, user-facing tasks 

⚙ Intrinsic Evaluation: Focus on 
encoding of linguistic and world knowledge

🌈 Bias/Social Impact: Quantify encoding 
of stereotypes and risk of user harm

🗣 Multilingualism: Ensure coverage of 
training and unseen language in all 
evaluations

🍎🍊Few-Shot Generalization: Focus on 
evaluation on distributions not seen in 
pretraining 31



Evaluation: possibility to prompt the model

To do a "farduddle" means to jump up 
and down really fast. An example of a 
sentence that uses the word farduddle 
is:

We were on a Kindrex toyshop hop and we got to see if 
Kindrex toys were built to withstand constant jumping, 
lots of jumping! To do this part, I had to farduddle to 
simulate jumping.

https://hf.co/spaces/bigscience/bloom-book

📖 BLOOM Book 📖
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To do a "farduddle" means to jump up and down 

really fast. An example of a sentence that uses 

the word farduddle is:

We were on a Kindrex toyshop hop and we got to 

see if Kindrex toys were built to withstand 

constant jumping, lots of jumping! To do this 

part, I had to farduddle to simulate jumping.

P
rom

pt
G

enerated

Checkpoint: 65k steps (240B tokens)

https://huggingface.co/spaces/bigscience/bloom-book


What’s next?

🌸 Finish training

🌸 Finish evaluation benchmark and perform evaluation

🌸 Make the model more accessible - ZeRO off-loading, 
Distillation, …
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Follow us!

🌸 Website

https://bigscience.huggingface.co 

BigScience Research Workshop
@BigScienceW

BigScience Large Model Training
@BigScienceLLM
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https://bigscience.huggingface.co
https://twitter.com/BigscienceW
https://twitter.com/BigScienceLLM

